Interesting Facts about Stuttgart





Stuttgart is the state capital of Baden – Württemberg.
Stuttgart has one of the highest general standards of prosperity in Germany.
Stuttgart is still one of Germany's largest wine-growing cities.
The population of Stuttgart is 600,068 (2008).

Mercedes – Benz Museum

Baden-Württemberg has an outstanding reputation, both in Germany and internationally, as
an automobile-manufacturing location. Even if you’re not very interested in cars this
museum is fascinating due to its history and architecture. It also has places to rest and have
lunch which makes it a perfect day out.
Getting there:
From Stuttgart "Hauptbahnhof" (main station) take the S-Bahn (urban railway) line S1
heading for Kirchheim (Teck) to "Neckarpark (Mercedes-Benz)" then follow the guidance
system.
Website:
http://tinyurl.com/75mu7hz

Top tip:
Allow at least 2 hours to visit this museum in order to make the most of it as the collection is
extensive.
Schlossplatz

The Schlossplatz is often referred to as the heart of Stuttgart. There is always something to
see or do in this area. You can easily spend a day here as there are plenty of shops, places to
eat and of course there is plenty of architecture to admire. Events such as flea and Christmas
markets are located in the Schlossplatz; these events attract crowds of people, which add to
the vibrancy of the square.
Address:
Schlossplatz
70173 Stuttgart
Germany
Closest Station:
Stuttgart Hauptbahnhof (main station).
Top tip:
The Square is particularly beautiful in the summer as it is a lovely place to sit and have a
drink and enjoy the scenery.
City Walk:
Tailor-made guided city walking and sightseeing tour programs, half- and full day trips for
groups can be proposed in various forms. Arrangements will be coordinated with your
individual wishes. Ship cruises on the Neckar can also be arranged. Programs in German and
other foreign languages. Assistance, organization and group travel arrangements are
offered.

Address:
Stuttgart Marketing GmbH
Customer Service
Lautenschlagerstrasse 3
D- 70173 Stuttgart
Germany

Phone + 49 (0)711/22 28-0
Fax + 49 (0)711/22 28-218
Email: gruppenservice@stuttgart-tourist.de
The Market Hall („Markthalle“)

One of the most beautiful market halls in Germany, it was built in 1914 in Art Nouveau style
as a food exchange and warehouse; frescoes by Gref and Häbich. Every day, fancy foods,
fresh fruits and vegetables, and spices from every corner of the earth are presented here –
it’s more than an experience for the five senses. The temple for specialties and gourmets is
also a special kind of department store containing a wide range of tempting garden
accessories as well as other attractive shops. Restaurants include Markt, Café, “Empore”,
Tapas Bar.
Address:
Dorotheenstrasse 4
70173 Stuttgart-Centre
Closest Station:
Stadtmitte
Opening Hours:
Mon – Fri 7am – 6.30pm (Food is served until 10pm)
Sat 7am – 4pm

The New Porsche Museum
With its daring architecture - a monolithic construction which seems to hover above ground
level – and its 5600 sqm exhibition area, the new Porsche Museum attracts automobile
enthusiasts from all over the world. The impressive new building in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen
opened its doors to the public on 31st January 2009.
On entering the foyer visitors gain a first impression of what makes the Porsche brand
fascinating. One‘s eyes are immediately drawn to the museum workshop for historical
Porsche sports cars.

Opening Times:
Tuesday through Sunday
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Tickets can be purchased until 5:00 pm
Closed Mondays
Address:
Porsche Museum
Porscheplatz 1
D – 70435 Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Germany
Closest Station:
Neuwirtshause (Porscheplatz)
Website:
http://tinyurl.com/6hcce96

Stuttgart Viniculture Museum

Stuttgart Viniculture Museum is an absolute must for wine lovers: in Uhlbach’s former
municipal winepress, a fascinating timbered building, exhibits from over 2000 years of winegrowing history are on display. A fully-equipped cooper’s workshop or drinking vessels from
two millennia - on 850 sq.m. Visitors can learn all they need to know about wine growing.
After a tour of discovery through the world of viniculture, there is an opportunity to sample
Stuttgart’s finest wines in the cosy “Museumsstüble”, where changing selections of 16 firstclass vintages are sure to delight the senses.
Opening hours:
(Beginning of March – end of Nov.)
Saturday 2 – 6pm
Sunday & Public holidays 10am – 6pm
Special opening times during the week for groups are available by prior arrangement. Price
on request.
Address:
Stuttgart Viniculture Museum
Uhlbacher Platz 4
70329 Stuttgart-Uhlbach

Phone + 49 (0) 711/ 22 28 – 0 (during opening hours)
Fax +49 (0) 711/22 28 – 218
gruppenservice@stuttgart-tourist.de
Closest Station:
Stuttgart - Obertürkheim

For more information on transport in Stuttgart please visit this website:
http://www.vvs.de/en/

